
Find  A  Tree  In  NYC

 Honey Locust
Honey locusts, can 
reach a height of 
66–98 ft, with fast  
growth, and are  
relatively short-lived;  
their life spans are typically 
about 120 years, though some  
live up to 150 years.

 Swamp 
White Oak
The Swamp White 
Oak is a species of 
medium-sized trees in the beech 

family. It can reach 60 to 80 feet
tall. The tallest known reaching 
95 ft and lives up to 350 years.

 American 
Linden is a medium- 
sized to large deciduous 
tree reaching a height of 60 to 
120 ft. exceptionally 129 ft with  
a trunk diameter of 3–4 ft at 
maturity. Total life expectancy  
is around 200 years, with 
flowering and seeding general-
ly occurring between 15 and 
100 years.

 Scarlet Oak
is mainly native to the 
central and eastern 
United States. The  
acorns are ovoid, 7–13 mm broad 
and 17–31 mm long, a third to a 
half covered in a deep cup, 
green maturing pale brown.

 Kentucky
Coffeetree
The Kentucky 
Coffeetree is a 
moderately fast-growing tree, 
and male trees are often grown 
in parks and along city streets  
for ornamental purposes. The 
tree typically lives from 100 to 
150 years.

 SweetGum 
The tree produces 
a fragrant gum resembling 
liquid amber. Sweetgum  is one 
of the most common hardwoods 
in the southeastern US,

 Red Maple
At maturity it 
often attains a height 
of around 49 ft. It is best known 
for its brilliant deep scarlet 
foliage in autumn. Red Maple 
seldom lives longer than 150 years

 Tulip Tree
The tulip tree is one 
of the largest of the native  
trees of the eastern United States. 
Known to reach the height of 190 ft, 
with a trunk 10 ft in diameter.

 Redbud
Typically grows 
to 20–30 ft) tall 
with an 26–33 ft spread. It  
generally has a short, often 
  twisted trunk and spreading
  branches. The flowers are light  
 to dark magenta pink in color. 
The flowers appear in clusters  
from Spring to early Summer

 Tupelo
Tupelo wood is 
used extensively 
by woodcarvers,
especially for carving 
ducks and other wildfowl.




